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Fluctuation studies using combined Mach Õtriple probe
W. M. Solomona) and M. G. Shats
Plasma Research Laboratory, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering,
Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia

~Presented on 19 June 2000!

A probe consisting of two poloidally separated triple probes and a Mach probe~TMT probe! has
been designed and installed on the H-1 heliac to study fluctuations. Mach probes are shown to be
sensitive to the fluctuations in the electron density, electron and ion temperatures, and ion drift
velocity. If the ion Larmor radius is much larger than the characteristic probe dimension, then the
Mach probe is insensitive to the magnetic field. When the Mach probe is oriented such that the two
tips are separated radially, it becomes sensitive to the radial velocity of the ions. A model has been
devised to allow the above mentioned time-resolved plasma parameters to be reconstructed from the
data obtained using the TMT probe. One of the important results of these studies is that ion
temperature fluctuations cannot be neglected. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1318244#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For finite ion temperatureTi , the ion saturation curren
measured by a single probe has a functional dependenc
Ti , I s;nATe1Ti . When analyzing ion saturation curren
for fluctuation studies, it is usual to neglect fluctuations
the ion temperatureT̃i . Indeed the electron temperatureT̃e is
often neglected as well. In the H-1 heliac,1 Ti is significantly
higher than theTe .2 Given this, it is natural to expect thatT̃i

might contribute significantly to the measured saturation c
rents. An immediate consequence of this may be that b
the amplitude and the phase of the density fluctuationsñ are
incorrectly inferred fromI s .

To assess the importance of temperature fluctuations
two saturation currents of a Mach probe were analyz
Mach ~or paddle! probes are often used to provide inform
tion about plasma flow velocities. Mach probes are attrac
from an experimental point of view because of their des
simplicity.3 A Mach probe typically consists of two identica
collectors separated by an insulator. Both collectors
negatively biased into the ion saturation current. It is kno
that the ion saturation current is dependent on the velocit
which the ions stream towards the probe. Therefore, if
plasma drifts with some velocity perpendicular to the axis
the probe, then the two probe tips will collect ions arrivin
with different velocities and therefore measure different c
rents.

We take the time average of the two ion saturation c
rents,^I s

1& and^I s
2&, where ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘-’’ refer to currents

‘‘upstream’’ and ‘‘downstream,’’ respectively, and refer
them as the ‘‘dc’’ currents. For any finite ion drift velocity
the ratio of these two dc currents,R5^I s

1&/^I s
2& will be

greater than one. This dc asymmetry is used to estimate
ion drift velocity in the plasma.

However, in addition to this asymmetry in the tim
averaged ion saturation currents, an asymmetry in the fl

a!Electronic mail: Wayne.Solomon@anu.edu.au
4490034-6748/2001/72(1)/449/4/$18.00
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tuating components of the ion saturation currents is also
served. The ratio of the root-mean-square~rms! values of the
fluctuating components of the ion saturation currents is q
different to that of the average components. IfI s

65 Ī s
6

1 Ĩ s
6 , where Ī s

6 represents the dc currents andĨ s
6 the fluc-

tuating currents, then in general

Ī s
1

Ī s
2

Þ
rms~ Ĩ s

1!

rms~ Ĩ s
2!

. ~1!

If fluctuations in I s were due primarily to density fluc
tuationsñ as is usually assumed, then the two ratios wo
be equal. Temperature fluctuations must be significant to
low this effect. We shall proceed with the understanding t
all parameters~namely densityn, electron and ion tempera
turesTe andTi , and drift velocityVd! and their fluctuations
all contribute to this effect. By adopting the approach thatall
fluctuations are significant, it is our goal to extract inform
tion aboutall the fluctuating components.

In Sec. II, a revision of the Bohm theory suitable f
Mach probe saturation currents with finiteTi is presented. In
Sec. III, the composite Mach-triple~TMT! probe is described
and its application in unravelling the fluctuating compone
of the ion saturation currents is explored.

II. THE MODEL

In the case where the characteristic probe dimensionr p

is less than the ion Larmor radiusr i , the Mach probe is
referred to as ‘‘unmagnetized.’’ The use of unmagnetiz
Mach probe theory is justified experimentally as described
Refs. 2 and 4. The theoretical model proposed by Hudis
Lidsky5 is the most widely used in unmagnetized plasm
However, it is only applicable for the caseTi,Te . This
condition is not satisfied in H-1.2 Laframboise6 presented
numerical solutions for this case; however, for later disc
sions we seek an analytic solution for the ion saturation c
rents of the Mach probe.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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We shall follow the derivation of the Bohm current, b
allow for finite Ti . Consider ions at the edge of the shea
approaching the Mach probe in the one-dimensional cas
negative potentialf, extends outward from the center of th
probe and vanishes at infinity. Ions arrive at the probe she
with a velocity equal to that of the ion acoustic velocit
namely cs5Aq(Te1Ti)/mi , where temperatures are me
sured in electron volts,q is the ion charge andmi the ion
mass. Ions far from the probe have an initial velocity ma
up as the vector sum of their thermal velocityVti , and their
drift velocity Vd . We are only interested in ions in this re
gion whose net velocity is directed towards the probe, si
these are the ones that will be accelerated through
presheath potential to the required sheath entrance velo
If we assume that the axis of the Mach probe is oriented s
that it is perpendicular to the drift velocity, then we can sh
that the average velocity of ions~that are travelling towards
the probe! is

^~ux
1!2&5Vd

21Vti
2 1

2Vri VdA12N2

p2arccos~N!
,

^~ux
2!2&5Vd

21Vri
2 2

2VtiVdA12N2

arccos~N!
, ~2!

where N5Vd /Vti . For N<0.4 we may approximate thes
equations by

^~ux
6!2&5Vti

2 6
4Vri Vd

p
. ~3!

We may now write an equation based on conservation
energy

1
2 m^~ux

6!2&5 1
2 mcs

21qfs
6 , ~4!

which will allow for the potential at the sheath edge to
determined. This can then be used to calculate the elec
density, assuming it follows a simple Boltzmann relatio
ns

65n` exp(fs
6/Te), where n` is the density far from the

probe. Finally, the ion saturation currents can be calcula
as

I s
65qAcsns

6 . ~5!

Using Eq. ~5! we can readily determine an expressi
relating the ratio of the two ion saturation currents,R
5I s

1/I s
2 , to the drift velocity

Vd5
pqTe ln~R!

4mVti
. ~6!

Since the Mach probe is unmagnetized, we can orient
probe radially. That is, the tips of the Mach probe are o
ented such that they are separated radially and are ther
subject to radial drifts. Since we are now dealing with rad
velocities, we replace our nomenclature for the drift veloc
Vd with Vr .
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III. THE COMPOSITE MACH-TRIPLE PROBE FOR
FLUCTUATION STUDIES

Equation ~6! immediately highlights that although th
Mach probe is sensitive to the four plasma parameters m
tioned, namelyne , Te , Ti , and Vr , it cannot determine
them all. To determineTi , one should knowTe and Vr .
Time-resolved electron temperature can be obtained usi
triple probe.7 The procedure of determiningVr is described
below.

We use three poloidally separated probes: two tri
probes, equally spaced on either side of the Mach probe
per Fig. 1. The two collectors of the Mach probe are made
tungsten wire~0.7 mm diameter!. They are 3 mm apart and
are separated by a ceramic insulator in between as illustr
by the inset in Fig. 1. The probe tips are 1.5 mm long. T
triple probes are similarly constructed from the same 0.7 m
diameter tungsten, exposed by 2 mm from the ceramic.
three probes are arranged with the Mach probe midway
tween the two triple probes. The tips of all three probes
positioned on the same flux surface. The poloidal separa
of the two triple probes isDy530 mm. Such poloidal sepa
ration ensures unambiguous determination of the phase s
of the low mode number~and low wave number! fluctua-
tions. We refer to this probe as triple–Mach–triple~TMT!
later in this letter.

The flowchart in Fig. 2 shows the algorithm by whic
the time-resolved signals can be unravelled. The second
of boxes in the diagram represents the raw digitized sign
from the TMT probe. The tips measuring saturation curre
I s ~in! and I s ~out! are labeled with ‘‘in’’ and ‘‘out’’ to refer to
their radial positions in the plasma. The third row shows
parameters readily inferred from the triple probes. T
plasma potentialfp is determined asfp5f f1CTe , where
f f is the floating potential andC is a constant that depend
on the plasma discharge gas. Since the tips of the tr
probes are aligned poloidally, the two plasma potentials g

FIG. 1. Schematic of the TMT probe. The tips of all three probes lie on
same flux surface. The central probe~Mach! is aligned to be sensitive to the
radial flow. The inset shows an enlarged view of the probe tips.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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a measure for the fluctuating poloidal electric fieldẼp

5(fp22fp1)/Dy as shown on the fourth row. This in tur
givesṼre5Ẽp /B for electrons. It is important to stress this
since previous measurements with the poloidal Mach pro2

indicated that the poloidal ion drift velocity is considerab
smaller than the correspondingVE3B velocity for electrons.
Therefore, we shall not assumea priori that Ṽre5Ṽri . How-
ever, to relate the two velocities we use the condition
ambipolarity of the fluctuation driven particle fluxes

G̃ i5G̃e , ~7!

whereG̃ i5^ñṼri & and G̃e5^ñṼre& and angular brackets de
note time averages. This gives us an additional condition
relatingṼre andṼri . Even if ṼreÞṼri the two fluxes can be
equal if their phases with respect toñ are different.

The electron temperature at the Mach probe is dedu
from the two triple probes. Since the two triple probes a
separated by a distance less than the poloidal fluctuat
correlation length, the two measured temperatures can
phase shifted to estimate the electron temperature at the
sition of the Mach probe.

The remaining two rows describe the iterative techniq
used to unravel the fluctuations from the saturation curre
measured by the Mach probe. An initial guess ofTi is pro-
vided as an input to the system. Then we can determineVri

from Eq. ~6!. The densityn can then be determined from
either part of Eq.~5!. We iterate our estimate ofTi by invok-
ing the condition of ambipolarity of the fluctuation drive
fluxes @Eq. ~7!#. That is, we proceed by minimizingu^ñṼri &
2^ñṼre&u. Thus, by using such a scheme, we can extr
fully time-resolved signals of the four plasma paramete
density, ion and electron radial velocity, and ion and elect
temperatures.

FIG. 2. Flowchart showing the algorithm of extracting the time-resolv
signals of electron and ion temperature, electron and ion radial velocity,
density from the TMT probe.
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The described algorithm has been applied to the sign
obtained using the TMT probe on H-1. Measurements h
been taken with the TMT probe in the low confineme
mode plasma conditions described in Ref. 8. The plas
fluctuations are dominated by highly coherent, low fr
quency ~f ;5 kHz and its harmonics! pressure-gradient
driven resistive magnetohydrodynamic modes. Figures 3~a!
and 3~b! show a sample of the measured signals from
TMT probe during a plasma pulse atr /a;0.4. This radial
position approximately corresponds to the maximum in
density fluctuation level. The plasma is produced with
kW of 7 MHz rf power at magnetic field approximately 0.0
T. The six raw signals from the TMT probe readily provid
the electron temperature Fig. 3~c! and plasma potential
These signals are the input to the model, and using the it
tion described by the last two rows of Fig. 2, a set of co
verging solutions has been found. The output signals
shown in Figs. 3~d!–3~f!. At this radial position, we find the
ion temperature to be around 40 eV, and across the pla
the profile seems to be quite flat. This estimate of theTi and
its profile agrees well with first measurements in H-1 us
the retarding field energy analyzer2 and confirmed by spec
troscopic measurements.9 The ion temperature fluctuation
are found to be of the orderT̃i /T̄i;35%. This is comparable
to fluctuations in the other plasma parameters:T̃e /T̄e

;30%, ñ/n̄;35%.
In summary, the technique described in the article allo

localized simultaneous measurements of the fundame
plasma parameters, namely electron density, electron t
perature, and ion temperature using a combination of
triple probes and a radial Mach probe.

nd

FIG. 3. Signals from the TMT probe at radial positionr /a;0.4. Measured
signals: ion saturation current~a!, floating potential~b!, and electron tem-
perature~c!. Derived signals from the algorithm: electron density~d!, radial
ion velocity ~e!, and ion temperature~f!.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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